The School of Hotel Administration at Cornell University and The Cornell Hotel Society join the CHS EMEA Region in celebrating the CHS EMEA Regional Annual Meeting 2013 Helsinki, Finland and Tallinn, Estonia
Consider „urban adventures“ in hotels around the world, „relaxing escapes“ in mountain or countryside locations, and exciting Cornell Hotel School memorabilia - donated by CHS members, their partners and by The School!

Purchasing one – or more! – of these items at the auction is a great way to support the scholarship funds in the EMEA Region and have fun at the same time!

E-mail and telephone bids are welcome!

The Cornell Hotel Society EMEA Region proudly presents for your consideration and active participation

The CHS EMEA Scholarship Auction 2013

hosted by
Deiv Salutskij and Christophe Bergen

With thanks to the generous support of Cornell Hotel Society Members and their hospitality business partners!
#1: Unique Swiss Alps Summer Getaway!

SAAS-FEE

“Hotel Artemis”

Offer: 3 nights for 2 persons in a large double room with balcony & view to the Allalin Glacier
Includes breakfast & cable car tickets during summer season
+ Fondue Dinner for 2 with 1 bottle of “Heida Visperterminen” from one of Europe’s highest vineyards
+ Visit to highest Glacier Grotto in Europe & Highest “Revolving Restaurant in the World”!
A “once in a lifetime” experience!

Value: CHF 650.00 (circa Euro 780)
Valid: from May 2013 to October 2013

Please call +41 27 957 3201 or email info@artemis-saasfee.ch

Generously donated by Peter O. Wirth (Cornell ’77) and Nicholas Wirth (Cornell ‘10)
#2 : Discover one of the Fashion Capitals of Europe
At The Westin Palace Milan!

A historic luxury hotel in the stylish heart of Milan's business district, where finance and fashion make the perfect couple. With its selection of unique venues, The Westin Palace Milan has been representing for years an elegant and sophisticated meeting point for local and international travelers.

www.westinpalacemilan.com

Offer: 1 night for 2 guests in a luxurious Deluxe Room with breakfast
Value: 350 € (incl. breakfast & all taxes)
Valid: from April 1st, 2013 to March 31st, 2014

Contact: Nicoletta Pocchini at nicoletta.pocchini@starwoodhotels.com or at the hotel on +39 0263361

Generously donated by Alison Hargreaves, Class of ’00, on behalf of Host Hotels Ltd.
Exclusively located at the top of the Spanish Steps (entrances both on Piazza Trinità dei Monti and Vicolo del Bottino), Il Palazzetto was created by Roberto E. Wirth, President and Managing Director of the nearby Hotel Hassler. Built in the 1500s, Il Palazzetto is one of the most spectacular hideaways in the very heart of Rome, and was for many years the retreat of a noble Roman family. In 1999, Roberto Wirth decided to unite his hospitality skills with his love for good wine, and established Il Palazzetto, including “Il Palazzetto Restaurant & Wine Bar”, four boutique hotel rooms and the 4th and 5th floor Terraces serving lunch and dinner (weather permitting) and cocktails in the evening.

Offer: 2 nights with buffet breakfast served at the nearby “Hotel Hassler”
Value: 770,00 Euros

Valid: until March 25, 2014 (except last week of April, the months of May and June, the first twenty days of July, the months of September and October and during the Christmas/New Year’s/Easter holidays)

Vicolo del Bottino 8 – 00187 Roma – Italy
To make reservations, please contact Roberto Wirth directly on +39 06 699 34724 or mail at gmoffice@hotelhassler.it

Generously by Robert E. Wirth, Cornell ‘75
#4 : A Business Stop-over at The Berlin Marriott Hotel

The BERLIN MARRIOTT HOTEL is centrally located on Potsdamer Platz, with easy access to local attractions and is an ideal venue for weekend travel, business meetings and dining experiences. The recently renovated Smokers Lounge features individual cigar humidors, the Midtown Grill serves the best steaks in town and the brand new Executive Lounge offers business services, breakfast and snacks & drinks throughout the day!

Offer: 1 night in an Executive Room with Executive Lounge access, for 1 person
Valid: until March 31, 2014
Value: 250.00 Euros

To make reservations, please contact Iris Baugatz, Director of Sales & Marketing, Central Europe on +49 6196 496 108 or by mail at iris.baugatz@marriott.com

Kindly organized by Adnan Shamim, Cornell ’02, and Iris Baugatz and generously approved by Gitta Brückmann, VP Central Europe, Marriott Hotel Holding GmbH
The new Waldorf Astoria Berlin welcomes guests with its exclusive location, its Michelin-starred chef and its iconic Guerlain Spa, creating an exceptional luxury experience in Germany’s capital city. The Waldorf Astoria Berlin opened its doors in December 2012, setting a new standard in luxury for Berlin and the broader German hotel market. The hotel marries the timeless elegance of the legendary flagship, The Waldorf Astoria New York, with a unique design inspired by Berlin’s vibrant and contemporary personality.

Offer: 1 Weekend stay (2 nights) for 2 people including breakfast
Valid: until April 30, 2014 (subject to availability)
Value: 650.00 Euros (including VAT)

To make reservations, please contact Hilton Worldwide Marketing on ce.marketing@hilton.com
Generously donated by Hilton Worldwide
Vienna, Zurich, Frankfurt and Hamburg, all cities lucky enough to include a 25hours Hotel! Sometimes a bit surreal, always surprising and with a sexy allure, the hotels combine features where the fantastic and the exotic delight. Explore one (or two!) of these exciting cities using these urban and lively icons as your base!

**Offer:** 2 weekend nights in a Double Room with breakfast for two  
**Value:** Euro 400

**Contact person:** Lena Neitzel, Reservations Manager  
Telephone: +49 40 257777255 - E-mail: ln@25hours-hotels.com

Kindly organized by Christian Walter and generously donated by Christoph Hoffmann of 25hours Hotels!
#7 : 1 PDP course at the Cornell Hotel School

Generously donated by Tom Kline, Director of Executive Education
The Baur au Lac has maintained its leading position for more than 165 years in the international luxury hotel industry. Set in its own park, the hotel enjoys a unique location overlooking the lake and the Alps – and yet is still but a few minutes’ walk from the Paradeplatz financial district and the Bahnhofstrasse, Zurich’s celebrated shopping high street. Cornell alum, Wolf Wagschal, is happy to have organized a weekend at this iconic property, and invites you to experience his “Rive Gauche” and “Rive Gauche Terrasse” restaurants in the hotel when you are there!

**Offer:** 2 weekend nights in a deluxe room for two persons, including buffet breakfast, mini-bar and all taxes  
**Value:** CHF 1.900  
**Valid only for weekend nights** and strictly upon availability until April 12, 2014  
**Contact** Katrin Simon, Assistant to Wilhelm Luxem, General Manager, on +41 44 220 5020

Kindly organized by Wolf Wagschal and generously donated by Wilhelm Luxem and Andrea Kracht
citizenM is a new breed of international hotel now in Amsterdam, Glasgow and London, and coming soon to Paris, New York, Rotterdam and a city near you. citizenM welcomes the mobile citizens of the world - the suits, weekenders, explorers, affair-havers and fashion-grabbers looking for boutique hotel accommodations. So if you travel with an open mind, a love of free movies on demand and free WiFi, come in and take a room tour. The curious: tune in to citizenM news and specials. The gung ho: jump straight to reservations!

Offer: 2 nights in London, Amsterdam or Glasgow
Value: 300 Euros
Valid: until April 30, 2014
Contact: reservationsteam@citizenM.com and make sure to include the codes provided on the voucher!

Generously organized and donated by Jasper Muller and Thys Brugman
Padise Manor has been in the von Ramm family since the middle 1600s and is located in western Harju county, about 50 km away from Estonia’s capital city, Tallinn. The Manor is located off the Keila-Haapsalu road, adjacent to the ruins of an extraordinary 13th Century monastery. The whole area was once one large estate and today remains a fascinating place to walk around and experience the region’s history.

Offer: 2 nights of gracious accommodation in a Manor Luxury Room, with “Manor Feast” dinners for 2 each night at the Manor Restaurant and a personal guided tour of Padise Monastery and Manor. In addition, a choice of 2 activities on the Manor Estate Grounds: pond boat ride, bicycle or hiking tour or horse carriage ride.

Valid: until April 30, 2014
Value: 750 EUR

Contact: Karl von Ramm at kvonramm@padisemois.ee or on +372 5302 4776

Generously donated by Karl von Ramm, MMH 10’, current owner of the Padise Manor
#11 : Cross the Baltic Sea in Style!

**Offer:** Round-trip Crossing from Helsinki to Stockholm (or vice versa!) in a Deluxe Cabin for 1 or 2 passengers, including special breakfast

**Valid until:** December 22, 2013  
**Value:** 250 Euros

**Contact:** Olga Vanbergen, Sales Manager at olga.vanbergen@tallinksilja.com

Kindly organized by Deiv Salutskij and generously donated by Nina Tähtinen, Regional Sales Manager
# 12: Experience Tallinn, the Capital of Estonia!

The Radisson Blu in Tallinn sits against the stunning historical backdrop of this beautiful Estonian city, in a prime location near Old Tallinn and the City Harbour. Guests enjoy plush rooms and suites with premier amenities, including free high-speed WLAN. The dining options feature international grilled specialities at Madissoni Grill & Bar, sumptuous breakfast at Seasons Restaurant and cool cocktails at the lobby bar or Lounge 24 with its panoramic views of Tallinn. A well-equipped fitness centre and knowledgeable concierge make the hotel the perfect choice for a business trip or holiday.

Offer: 2 nights in a Superior Room with breakfast  
Value: 200 Euros  
Valid until: August 18, 2013  
Contact: Meinrad Schibler, G.M., at meinrad.schibler@radissonblu.com

Kindly organized by Deiv Salutsky and generously donated by Meinrad Schibler, G.M. Radisson Blu
#13 : An Extraordinary Museum Reproduction of an Iconic Antique Vase from the Yuan Dynasty!

Offer: A 43 cm high cobalt blue porcelain Meiping vase decorated with a white dragon. The original vase was made during the Yuan dynasty (1271-1368 AD). Today, there is only one of the original vases in the whole of China. This vase is an extraordinary reproduction commissioned by the Nanjing Museum (the second largest museum in mainland China) in a limited series.

Value: 300 Euros

Generously donated by Li Tian (a.k.a. Tina)